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Aeroblaze Laboratory Partners with LIMSey
Customers Benefit from Online Portal to Manage Testing Needs
FORT WORTH, TX, March 1 – Aeroblaze Laboratory is pleased to announce that they have partnered
with Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS) software provider LIMSey to provide
customers with a convenient portal to manage their testing jobs.
While many labs use LIMS software to manage their test samples and lab data, LIMSey offers labs the
opportunity to pass the benefits on to their customers as well. Through the LIMSey web‐based software,
Aeroblaze’s customers can now log‐in to their own personal accounts. From these accounts, they can
access all data related to their testing jobs. This data includes sample descriptions, test methods,
deliverables, test sequence, results, and lists of equipment used with their calibration information. In
addition, customers can communicate with the lab through the discussion board, upload their own
attachments, and download reports.
Andrew Feghali, CEO of Aeroblaze, said: “LIMSey’s convenient features and easy‐to‐use web interface
proves to be a refreshing alternative to the outdated LIMS software currently on the market. Our
customers have been very pleased with this service we offer. One customer mentioned that they lost
some critical documents from testing they performed. They were able to easily download copies of
those documents that were stored in their customer portal on LIMSey.”
Aeroblaze Laboratory is an FAA‐registered independent testing laboratory specializing in flammability
testing of aircraft interiors. They perform Vertical, Horizontal, 45°, and 60° Bunsen Burner tests, as well
as Oil Burner for Seat Cushion (Fireblock) tests. In addition to testing, Aeroblaze offers various other
services such as writing Test Plans and Reports, DER witnessing, and providing 8110‐3 approvals. They
provide testing and certification services for Parts 23 and 25 aircraft and Parts 27 and 29 rotorcraft.
LIMSey is an independent software company and the developer of a modern Lab Information
Management System (LIMS). They provide training and support along with a cloud‐based software
application designed specifically for testing laboratories. Their software enables labs to easily manage
samples, testing, reporting, equipment, and more with little to no setup required.
###
If you would like more information about Aeroblaze, please email Andrew Feghali at
andrew.feghali@aeroblazelab.com. For more information about LIMSey, please email Todd Quillen at
todd.quillen@limsey.com.

